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THE WORLD OF MARATHONS

The name "marathon" comes from the legend of Pheidippides, a Greek soldier who, according to

legend, was sent from the town of Marathon to Athens to announce that the Persians had been

miraculously defeated in the Battle of Marathon.  As we look to the Summer ‘08 season, we are led

on our Road Trip by the wealth of marathons that are occurring across the globe.  We have chosen

3 key events as our points of inspiration with the sights, challenges, determination and beauty we

will encounter along the way as our leading charge.
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 WOMEN’S

PARIS INTERNATIONAL MARATHON

APRIL 15TH - Ranked one of the Top 5 marathon races worldwide. On Sunday the 19th of July

1896, there was a big crowd at Porte Maillot for the first French marathon, which brought together

191 participants.  Today there are over 31,000 runners. The race starts on the Avenue des

Champs-Elysées, makes a long loop through the heart of the city, following the Seine and finishes

on the Avenue Foch.  The vibrant city of Paris has long been renowned as a hub for fine artists.

We look to the bold work of Matisse for inspiration in color and graphics, creating prints from the

shapes of Paris and the Marathon route itself.
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 MEN’S

PARIS INTERNATIONAL MARATHON

APRIL 15TH - Ranked one of the Top 5 marathon races worldwide. On Sunday the 19th of July 1896,

there was a big crowd at Porte Maillot for the first French marathon, which brought together 191

participants.  Today there are over 31,000 runners. The race starts on the Avenue des Champs-

Elysées, makes a long loop through the heart of the city, following the Seine and finishes on the

Avenue Foch. The vibrant city of Paris has long been renowned as a hub for fine artists and architects.

We look to the linear architectural work of Francis Soler for inspiration as well as the street signs found

along the Marathon route.
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WOMEN’S

VIENNA CITY MARATHON

MAY 7TH - More than 25.000 runners from 80 nations participate in the Vienna City Marathon

For centuries Vienna has enchanted visitors from all over the world with it’s charm, beauty and

unique ambience. This city blends the lifestyle of the modern world with the spirit of the past.

A fascinating city with magnificent buildings and imperial splendor. Numerous artists such as

Gustav Klimt lived here and let themselves be inspired from the unique flair of this city. In the

contemporary architecture world, we look to the work of Rudiger Lainer as a compliment to the

master works of Klimt.
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MEN’S

VIENNA CITY MARATHON

MAY 7TH - More than 25.000 runners from 80 nations participate in the Vienna City Marathon

For centuries Vienna has enchanted visitors from all over the world with itﾔs charm, beauty and

unique ambience. This city blends the lifestyle of the modern world with the spirit of the past.

A fascinating city with magnificent buildings and imperial splendor. Here we look to a more

contemporary local artist, Peter Kogler, for his use of repetitive shapes to create pattern. This

influences not only our graphic approach, but also our materials and textures.
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EUROPE FOOTLOCKER / WOMEN’S

PRAGUE INTERNATIONAL MARATHON

MAY 13TH - Among marathoners world-wide it is known for the track offering one of the most

beautiful views.  It leads through the historical centre of Prague. The competition starts in this most

preserved city on Charles Bridge at noon and finishes in front of the Rudolfinum, one of the most

representative Neo-Renaissance buildings in Prague.  Within the Gallery of Modern Arts, you will find

the works of local artist Alphonse Mucha.  Mucha’s blending of geometric, organic and figurative

subject matter gives way to a wonderful new inspirational twist to mixing it up.  His colors are muted

and sophisticated and yet blended in unexpected and thoughtful ways.
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EUROPE FOOTLOCKER / MEN’S

PRAGUE INTERNATIONAL MARATHON

MAY 13TH - Among marathoners world-wide it is known for the track offering one of the most

beautiful views.  It leads through the historical centre of Prague. The competition starts in this most

preserved city on Charles Bridge at noon and finishes in front of the Rudolfinum, one of the most

representative Neo-Renaissance buildings in Prague.  Within the Gallery of Modern Arts, you will find

the works of local artist Alphonse Mucha.  Mucha’s use and blending of geometric and organic

lettering in combination with mosaic treatments inspires our men’s collection.  His colors are and

sophisticated and yet blended in unexpected and thoughtful ways.




